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April 7, 2011 — Individuals with autism have enhanced brain activity in areas associated with "perception," which includes visual detection and identification, and decreased activity in areas used to plan and control thoughts and actions, according to a meta-analysis of 26 functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies.
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Evaluating data on more than 700 individuals, investigators found that those with autism exhibited more activity in the temporal and occipital regions and less in the frontal cortex than those without autism. "This research helps explain autistics' exceptional visual abilities, where at least 1 out of 2 excel in visuospatial tasks," said principal investigator Laurent Mottron, MD, PhD, professor of psychiatry at the University of Montreal, Quebec, Canada, and scientific director of the University of Montreal's Center for Excellence in Pervasive Development Disorders (CETEDUM), during a press conference. "In our analysis we found that as soon as any visual presentation was introduced to patients in the fMRI scanner, autistics used visual areas of their brain to a greater extent than nonautistics, and this included tasks that they are not typically supposed to be good at, including face processing," said Dr. Mottron, who is also manager of the Specialized Autism Clinic at Rivière-des-Prairies Hospital, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. The investigators note that the findings suggest a general functional reorganization of the brain.



Dr. Laurent Mottron



"This allows autistic individuals to successfully perform, albeit in their own way, higher-level cognitive tasks that would usually require a strong involvement of frontal areas in typical individuals," first study author Fabienne Samson, PhD candidate, affiliated with the CETEDUM, explained in a release.



"The stronger engagement of the visual system, whatever the task, represents the first physiological confirmation that enhanced perceptual processing is a core feature of neural organization in this population." The study was published online April 4 in Human Brain Mapping. Autistic Brain Adapts http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/740418 (1 of 4) [20/04/2011 18:52:46]
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The investigators evaluated data on 357 individuals with autism and 370 without (all between the ages of 9 and 35 years) from 26 independent neuroimaging studies conducted between 1995 and 2009. All the studies included a visual-based task given to patients while they underwent fMRI scans. Tasks included face processing, object processing, and reading. Results showed that in 18 of the 26 studies, there were no significant task performance differences between the groups. Those with autism did poorer in 6 of the remaining studies and better in 2 of them. "Across domains, no between-group behavioral differences were observed in 64% of the face tasks, 93% of the object tasks, and 71% of the word tasks," report the researchers. On the basis of the fMRI scans, the participants with autism showed higher task-related activity in the posterior regions, especially the temporal and occipital regions, and lower activity in the frontal cortex. "The temporal and occipital regions are typically involved in perceiving and recognizing patterns and objects. The reported frontal areas subserve higher cognitive functions, such as decision-making, cognitive control, planning, and execution," explained Ms. Samson. "Our findings show that the autistic brain successfully adapts by reallocating brain areas to visual perception and offers many new lines of enquiry with regards to developmental brain plasticity and visual expertise in autistics." Dr. Mottron said "an important finding" was that those with autism had their increased activity concentrated in the fusiform gyrus area of the brain, "which specializes in visual expertise. "These regions, which process data for which autistics are supposed to have the most problems, such as that they are not supposed to recognize faces, actually displayed higher superiority in activity compared to nonautistics. So perhaps face perception is atypical for them but not actually impaired." He said that based on the findings, instead of describing autism as a social deficit, "which may be true but isn't very specific," it could be described as "a condition characterized by a brain reorganization in favor of perceptual superiority." Dr. Mottron noted that this characteristic should be built on when teaching children with autism "rather than imposing on them the same information processing as in nonautistics." During the question-and-answer session at the end of the press conference, the investigators were asked about their use of the word "superior" when describing the brain activity they found. "In the imaging literature there is a great debate whether having more activity means more forceful or more efficient. What we can http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/740418 (2 of 4) [20/04/2011 18:52:46]
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say for our analysis is that greater activity means something is going on differently in the brain when autistics are processing," said Isabelle Soulières, PhD, also with the CETEDUM and the Neural Systems Group at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston. "Sometimes that corresponds to superior performance but that may not always be true," added Dr. Mottron. Concern was also raised about the mix of ages of the participants included, which Dr. Mottron admitted was a definite limitation of the analysis, especially because "autism is a developmental disorder." Implications for Education "This wasn't really new information, but the investigators did a very nice synopsis," Max Wiznitzer, MD, associate professor of pediatrics and neurology at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio, and pediatric neurologist at University Hospitals Rainbow Babies and Children's Hospital, told Medscape Medical News. "They combined data sets not by just looking at the results but by looking at the raw data findings. This adds more power, especially when the results complement each other. It all points to a functional finding supporting our clinical experience of patients having stronger vision-based skills," he added. Dr. Wiznitzer, who is also the neurology liaison to the Autism Subcommittee for the American Academy of Pediatrics, noted that the findings also show that those with autism "seem to have a somewhat different processing system" compared with healthy controls. "I also found it interesting that for these people, their ability to do the tasks in most of the studies was not inferior to the controls and was even superior in some circumstances."



Dr. Max Wiznitzer



He said that this is similar to studies that have found that, while dyslexic individuals are reading, their brains are not processing the same as those without the disorder. In the new analysis, "as people with autism do the tasks, it appears that they recruit to different areas of the brain in comparison to controls. This goes along with the old saying, 'There's more than one way to skin a cat.' They get to the same place but they use different strategies in the brain in order to get there." Dr. Wiznitzer noted that the findings may not be so much for clinicians as they are for interventionists and educators. "If you know that this is how people with autism process information and that it's their area of strength, then you should teach in this direction and not towards their weakness. "It's really important for us to understand that this is going on so we may be able to further investigate it and put together intervention strategies that will be successful. That's really the bottom line," he concluded. http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/740418 (3 of 4) [20/04/2011 18:52:46]
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The study was funded by grants from Autism Speaks, the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, the Canadian Institutes for Health Research, and the Fonds de la Recherche en Santé du Québec. The study authors and Dr. Wiznitzer have disclosed no relevant financial relationships. Hum Brain Mapp. Published online April 4, 2011.
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